Introduction
In the past few decades, many articles and books have been written about nineteenth century scientific instrument makers, their products, and the instrument trade.1 It is well known that the most important makers of this period were found in England, France, and Germany, but their influence on and penetration into the global market of instruments varied. Between the first decades of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth, only English makers could provide the best astronomical, optical, surveying, and navigational instruments. French precision industry flourished after the Revolution. With great skill and inventiveness, Parisian makers flooded the international market with their products from the 1820s until the end of the century. Starting in the 1870s, the German precision industry boomed, profiting from and contributing to the formidable scientific and industrial development of the new Reich. It began to be a fierce competitor for France and the United Kingdom by producing an increasingly important volume of excellent instruments. Since the end of the eighteenth century, the United States imported very large amounts of instruments from Europe, and only after World War I did their domestic industry seriously compete with that of the Old Continent. Several factors influenced the popularity and the diffusion of instruments coming from different countries: First of all was their quality and their design. But how much did prices influence the worldwide diffusion of instruments made in England, France, Germany, or, later, the United States?2 Research has been made on some of the most important European and American workshops and their organisation. However, very little has been written concerning the cost of instruments. How did costs evolved over time? Were they stable? Did they differ, for the same type of instrument, from one maker to another? Were their prices the same in different European countries and in the United States? Were preferences of one instrument maker over another due to his prestige and renown or was it also dictated by the cost of his products? For American customers, was it more convenient to acquire instruments directly from Europe or did they prefer local makers and retailers? These comparisons, together with an analysis of price changes, will be useful to cast some new light on several aspects of the instrument trade during the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries.
It should be noted that it is much easier to compare instrument prices in this period than in previous ones. In fact, during the nineteenth century, especially after about 1850, many kinds of apparatus acquired a mature and definitive design, which was reproduced over and over with the same materials and without major modifications. This is particularly true for physics instruments, which equipped the increasing number of schools, universities, and various laboratories that were created or completely refurbished in the nineteenth century. These instruments were described, illustrated, and also implicitly advertised by dozens of physics treatises, which aided in their diffusion (and the practices associated with them) both in Europe and in the United States. What can be seen as a kind of standardisation of physics apparatus led most instrument makers to manufacture or offer nearly identical instruments. Furthermore, many makers and retailers were selling instruments made by others under their own brand signatures. This practice was very common at least until the beginning of the twentieth century.3 Because a price
